Unmatched experience and commitment

The oil and gas industry is currently undergoing a period of intense volatility. As an industry looking to grow during constant instability, oil and gas faces major geopolitical, technological and regulatory challenges. Addressing these issues with our clients helps create significant opportunities for their transformation. EY is helping our oil and gas clients globally.

- Moving beyond cost-cutting
- Optimizing portfolios and restructuring
- Completing ongoing major capital projects within budget

Why EY in oil and gas?

EY is one of the world’s leading professional services organizations, committed to doing its part in building a better working world with extensive knowledge and hands-on industry experience.

In a better working world trust increases, capital flows smoothly and investors make informed decisions. Our leadership and presence around the world provide our clients with readily accessible, highly experienced professionals anywhere they conduct business.

EY is a leading auditor of oil and gas companies identified on the Forbes Global 2000, 2015 Fortune 1000 largest US corporations and 2015 Russell 3000 lists.

Market share by oil and gas companies audited Fortune 1000 Largest US corporations

30% EY
24% PwC
18% Deloitte
15% KPMG
13% Other

Our commitment

EY’s global framework for key Processes in Oil and Gas Organizations (POGO), was created in response to the changing dynamics of the oil and gas industry. There is an appetite to fundamentally improve and overhaul business processes to achieve cost savings, and POGO is designed to address the sector’s needs as companies seek these savings.

Digital oil and gas

EY’s digital solutions focus on compression, collaboration and controls to drive ‘above ground’ efficiency enabled by technology to deliver results. EY can also play a vital role in the cyber and information security risk arena helping organizations do more with less without compromising compliance.

Operational excellence

EY’s operational excellence programs focus on continued, measured improvement that systematically address recurrent business issues helping oil and gas companies weather downturns and capitalize on upswings in a measured and profitable way. Visit ey.com/oilandgas/opex for more information.

Capital projects

Delivering capital projects on time and on budget has become increasingly more troubling with the decline in oil price. EY helps manage project and portfolio risk, supporting management on development or decommissioning decisions while advising on performance and stage-gate approval decisions. Visit ey.com/oilandgas/capitalprojects for more information.
Our dedication to oil and gas

Our organization has a strong account management philosophy, supported by leading-edge knowledge management and seamless technology. Below is a selection of our oil and gas offerings:

- **Advisory**: Risks and Controls, Commercial and Procurement, IT and OT Advisory, Purpose-led Transformation, Capital Projects, Operational Excellence
- **Assurance**: Accounting Compliance and Reporting, Climate Change and Sustainability Services, Financial Accounting Advisory Services, Financial Statement Audit, Fraud Investigation & Dispute Services, Commodity & Risk Trading
- **Tax**: Country/Cross Border Tax Advisory, Global Compliance and Reporting, People Advisory Services, Transaction Tax, Transfer Pricing, Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS)
- **Transactions**: Corporate Finance Strategy, Portfolio Optimization, Transactions Services, Mergers & Acquisitions, Divestiture Advisory Services, Restructuring, Operational Transaction Services, Capital & Debt Advisory, Private Equity, Valuation & Business Modeling, Transaction Tax, Infrastructure Advisory

EY’s strategic hubs support each area providing the right skills in the right location at the right time utilizing

10,000+ oil and gas professionals globally.

- **Americas**: 3,600 professionals
- **EMEIA**: 5,200 professionals
- **Asia-Pacific and Japan**: 1,500 professionals

Contact a member of our global team:

- **Adi Karev**
  Global Oil & Gas Leader
  adi.karev@hk.ey.com
  +852 2629 1738

- **Gary Donald**
  Global Oil & Gas Assurance Leader
  gdonald@uk.ey.com
  +44 20 7951 7518

- **Andy Brogan**
  Global Oil & Gas TAS Leader
  abrogan@uk.ey.com
  +44 20 7951 7009

- **Alexey Kondrashov**
  Global Oil & Gas Tax Leader
  alexey.kondrashov@ae.ey.com
  +971 4332 4000

- **Axel Preiss**
  Global Oil & Gas Advisory Leader
  axel.preiss@de.ey.com
  +49 6196 996 17589

- **Deborah Byers**
  US Energy Market Segment Leader
  deborah.byers@ey.com
  +1 713 750 8138

- **Russell Curtin**
  Oceania Energy Market Segment Leader
  russell.curtin@au.ey.com
  +61 411 869 700

- **Kathryn DeLia**
  Global Oil & Gas Marketing Leader
  kathryn.deLia@ey.com
  +1 713 320 1761

- **Sanjeev Gupta**
  Asia-Pacific Energy Market Segment Leader
  sanjeev-a.gupta@sg.ey.com
  +65 6309 8688

- **Kent Kaufield**
  Canada Energy Market Segment Leader
  kent.d.kaufield@ca.ey.com
  +1 403 206 5100

- **Stephen Lambert**
  UK & I Energy Market Segment Leader
  slambert@uk.ey.com
  +44 20 7951 1867

- **Paul Navratil**
  Global Oil & Gas Emerging Markets Leader
  paul.navratil@ae.ey.com
  +971 2417 4400

- **Espen Norheim**
  Nordics Energy Market Segment Leader
  espen.norheim@no.ey.com
  +47 5170 67 66

- **Ellen Sartorius**
  Global Oil & Gas Knowledge Leader
  ellen.sartorius@ey.com
  +1 713 750 8664

- **Anne Schot**
  Global Oil & Gas Strategic Operations Leader
  anne.schot@hk.ey.com
  +852 2846 9882

Visit ey.com/oilandgas

Follow us @EY_OilGas

Join EY’s Global Oil & Gas LinkedIn group
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